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"All the processes in the nature are influenced "All the processes in the nature are influenced 

by surrounding stochastic factors with by surrounding stochastic factors with 

enormously large level of uncertainty. Same can enormously large level of uncertainty. Same can 

be said about society!" be said about society!" 

N.N.MoiseevN.N.Moiseev

nn Often a problem of control in economic and financial systems is Often a problem of control in economic and financial systems is 
formulated as a problem of decisionformulated as a problem of decision--making under stochastics making under stochastics 
and/or uncertainty and formalization of such a problem usually and/or uncertainty and formalization of such a problem usually 
requires a nonrequires a non--trivial nontrivial non--classic approachclassic approach

nn We will consider this as Operations Research problem where the We will consider this as Operations Research problem where the 
results of an operation do depend not only on activities of the results of an operation do depend not only on activities of the 
operating side operating side –– in an operation there exist some uncontrollable in an operation there exist some uncontrollable 
factors, that are having influence on the results of the operatifactors, that are having influence on the results of the operation, on, 
create socreate so--called operational situationcalled operational situation
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nn According to the information available to an OR According to the information available to an OR 

analyst these factors can be divided into three analyst these factors can be divided into three 

groups:groups:

ØØ Constant factors whose values are known to the OR Constant factors whose values are known to the OR 

analystanalyst

ØØ Stochastic factors, i.e. stochastic processes with Stochastic factors, i.e. stochastic processes with 

known distributionsknown distributions

ØØ Uncertain factors, for which only sets or intervals of Uncertain factors, for which only sets or intervals of 

values are known (if the factor is known to be values are known (if the factor is known to be 

stochastic, then it is assumed that OR analyst does stochastic, then it is assumed that OR analyst does 

not know its distribution)not know its distribution)

IntroductionIntroduction
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Introduction Introduction (cont’d)(cont’d)

nn In situations, when it is either impossible or unaffordable In situations, when it is either impossible or unaffordable 
to determine an optimal solution to such a problem to determine an optimal solution to such a problem 
exactly, soexactly, so--called method of called method of optimization on time seriesoptimization on time series
is often used to determine an efficient solution to the is often used to determine an efficient solution to the 
problem:problem:

ØØ Relying on information about realizations of uncontrollable Relying on information about realizations of uncontrollable 
uncertain parameter, we tend to determine a control that uncertain parameter, we tend to determine a control that 
would be optimal once were to be used in the past would be optimal once were to be used in the past 

ØØ Here, we assume implicitly that since the uncertainty has a Here, we assume implicitly that since the uncertainty has a 
regular character, then if a control would have been optimal regular character, then if a control would have been optimal 
during some sufficiently continuous period of time in the past, during some sufficiently continuous period of time in the past, 
it will be optimal in the future also.it will be optimal in the future also.
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Introduction Introduction (cont’d)(cont’d)

nn The abovementioned idea appears to be rational, The abovementioned idea appears to be rational, 
especially since the necessity of making decisions in especially since the necessity of making decisions in 
such operations arises regularly, and there is no such operations arises regularly, and there is no 
alternative approach to solving this type of decisionalternative approach to solving this type of decision--
making problems.making problems.

nn Questions and doubts:Questions and doubts:
ØØ Since optimal controls are determined and estimated on the Since optimal controls are determined and estimated on the 

same set of realizations of a stochastic parameter, by same set of realizations of a stochastic parameter, by 
constructing an optimal control using time series, to what constructing an optimal control using time series, to what 

extend do we exploit systematic properties of the stochastic extend do we exploit systematic properties of the stochastic 
process, and to what process, and to what –– just make adjustments utilizing only just make adjustments utilizing only 

nonnon--significant for the future properties of the stochastic significant for the future properties of the stochastic 
process? process? 
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Introduction Introduction (cont’d)(cont’d)

nn When an uncontrollable uncertain factor has a stochastic When an uncontrollable uncertain factor has a stochastic 
character, it usually represents a multidimensional character, it usually represents a multidimensional 
stochastic process for which neither a structure nor stochastic process for which neither a structure nor 
parameters are known.parameters are known.

nn Moreover, to determine the structure and/or to calibrate Moreover, to determine the structure and/or to calibrate 
parameters of a stochastic process an OR analyst is as a parameters of a stochastic process an OR analyst is as a 
rule, experiencing a data insufficiency. Even when the rule, experiencing a data insufficiency. Even when the 
model of a stochastic process has been formulated, model of a stochastic process has been formulated, 
obtained optimization problem is usually too complicated obtained optimization problem is usually too complicated 
to be solved analytically.to be solved analytically.
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Parametric Optimal Control Problem Parametric Optimal Control Problem 

with Discrete Timewith Discrete Time

nn Suppose that at time (stage) Suppose that at time (stage) tt = 1, 2, 3, …  the state of a system is given by the = 1, 2, 3, …  the state of a system is given by the 

characteristic vector characteristic vector 

nn Once a control  Once a control  uutt at the stage (time period) at the stage (time period) tt is chosen and the value      of the is chosen and the value      of the 

stochastic parameter      is realized, the system moves on from stochastic parameter      is realized, the system moves on from the state the state AAtt to the to the 

statestate

nn where the parameter where the parameter is a stationary Markov process with the is a stationary Markov process with the 

transition probability functiontransition probability function

nn Every ordered pair Every ordered pair of arguments of the function      determines a state of arguments of the function      determines a state 

of the system at stage of the system at stage t.t.

nn The probability distribution The probability distribution on the set of initial states  on the set of initial states  SS11 of the system, of the system, 

i.e. the initial probability distribution is given.i.e. the initial probability distribution is given.
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nn Every stage Every stage tt of the process is associated with a certain payoff function (eof the process is associated with a certain payoff function (expected xpected 
reward)reward)

nn Suppose that the decision maker is interested in the maximizatioSuppose that the decision maker is interested in the maximization of the average n of the average 
reward earned per period, i.e. s/he is solving the following maxreward earned per period, i.e. s/he is solving the following maximization problemimization problem

nn Here, generally speaking, the decision maker tends to maximize tHere, generally speaking, the decision maker tends to maximize the function (1) with he function (1) with 
respect to respect to uut t = u(S= u(St t )),, where where uu is a mapping is a mapping 

nn It is clear that for the existence of the expected value in (1) It is clear that for the existence of the expected value in (1) the functions involved in the functions involved in 
the model should satisfy certain constraints.the model should satisfy certain constraints.

nn The application of the method of optimization on time series to The application of the method of optimization on time series to parametric parametric 
optimization problem where a certain parametric class of controloptimization problem where a certain parametric class of control functions is functions is 
considered and a problem is formulated as a problem of choosing considered and a problem is formulated as a problem of choosing optimal values for optimal values for 
parameters of the functions from the considered class. parameters of the functions from the considered class. 
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nn Let's consider the problem of maximization (1) on the set of conLet's consider the problem of maximization (1) on the set of control functions trol functions 

wherewhere is a class of the functions  is a class of the functions  such that there such that there 

exists a oneexists a one--toto--one correspondence between one correspondence between 

nn Consequently, the original problem is reduced to a problem of fiConsequently, the original problem is reduced to a problem of finding a value of  nding a value of  

such thatsuch that

(2)(2)

nn Denote the formulated problem as Denote the formulated problem as Problem 1Problem 1 and compare it with its discrete and compare it with its discrete 

analogue analogue Problem 1DProblem 1D of maximization of function (2) on        , the parametric clasof maximization of function (2) on        , the parametric class s 

of discrete functions.of discrete functions.

nn It is assumed that there exists a solution to Problem 1 and we sIt is assumed that there exists a solution to Problem 1 and we suppose that these uppose that these 

two problems are such that when an appropriate (small) mesh for two problems are such that when an appropriate (small) mesh for the grid is chosen, the grid is chosen, 

solutions to Problem 1D closely approximate solutions to Problemsolutions to Problem 1D closely approximate solutions to Problem 1. Therefore, 1. Therefore, 

determining an approximate solution to Problem 1 is the same as determining an approximate solution to Problem 1 is the same as finding an finding an 

approximate solution to Problem 1D.approximate solution to Problem 1D.
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Problem of Parametric Optimization Problem of Parametric Optimization 

on Time Serieson Time Series

nn Suppose, we are given the sequence of realizationsSuppose, we are given the sequence of realizations
of the stochastic parameter    , and the initial state of the stochastic parameter    , and the initial state of the system.of the system.

nn Problem 1RProblem 1R: Maximize the objective function : Maximize the objective function 

(3)(3)

on the set of control functions on the set of control functions subject to the constraintsubject to the constraint

nn Control function Control function uu is said to be is said to be everywhere optimaleverywhere optimal, if it is optimal for every initial , if it is optimal for every initial 
distribution distribution F F 11 (S(S11)) ..

nn Theorem 1.Theorem 1. If there exists an everywhere optimal control function for If there exists an everywhere optimal control function for 
Problem 1D, then the optimal objective value of Problem 1R almosProblem 1D, then the optimal objective value of Problem 1R almost surely t surely 
converges to the optimal objective value of Problem 1D, providedconverges to the optimal objective value of Problem 1D, provided that the that the 
size of the sample increases.size of the sample increases.
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Optimization of Parameters of Stochastic Optimization of Parameters of Stochastic 

Process on Time SeriesProcess on Time Series

nn In case, when the given data does not allow to construct a reliaIn case, when the given data does not allow to construct a reliable model ble model 

of a stochastic process or Problem 1 is too complicated to be soof a stochastic process or Problem 1 is too complicated to be solved in the lved in the 

original form, the stochastic process is replaced with a simple original form, the stochastic process is replaced with a simple one, which one, which 

according to the opinion of OR analyst reflects the essential chaccording to the opinion of OR analyst reflects the essential characteristics aracteristics 

of the original process.of the original process.

nn The parameters The parameters of the auxiliary process are calibrated on the giof the auxiliary process are calibrated on the given series ven series 

of realizations of realizations and a problem with the correspondingly modified and a problem with the correspondingly modified 

stochastic process is solved ( let’s call this problem as stochastic process is solved ( let’s call this problem as Problem 1MProblem 1M).).

nn Denote the objective value of Problem 1 corresponding to the conDenote the objective value of Problem 1 corresponding to the control function trol function u u by by 

Q(u)Q(u) and consider the parametric class of problems of the type 1M, and consider the parametric class of problems of the type 1M, where as where as 

parameters are considered calibrated coefficients of the modifieparameters are considered calibrated coefficients of the modified stochastic process.d stochastic process.

nn Denote a solution to Problem 1M corresponding to fixed values ofDenote a solution to Problem 1M corresponding to fixed values of the coefficients     the coefficients     

by        and the corresponding objective value byby        and the corresponding objective value by
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nn Consider the problem of maximization of Consider the problem of maximization of on the set of calibrated on the set of calibrated 
parameters     and denote it as parameters     and denote it as Problem 1AProblem 1A.  Let's estimate the parameters of the .  Let's estimate the parameters of the 
stochastic process using one of the commonly used statistical mestochastic process using one of the commonly used statistical methods, namely using thods, namely using 
MonteMonte--Carlo method, and consider Problem 1M corresponding to the obtaiCarlo method, and consider Problem 1M corresponding to the obtained ned 
parameters. Denote problem as parameters. Denote problem as Problem 1SProblem 1S..

nn As before, formulate discrete analogues of the problems 1M, 1A aAs before, formulate discrete analogues of the problems 1M, 1A and 1S. Denote nd 1S. Denote 
these problems as these problems as Problem 1MDProblem 1MD, , Problem 1ADProblem 1AD and and Problem 1SDProblem 1SD, correspondingly., correspondingly.

nn The efficiency of a control function obtained by solving ProblemThe efficiency of a control function obtained by solving Problem 1MD can be 1MD can be 
estimated on the sample estimated on the sample by calculating the value of objective by calculating the value of objective 
function (3).function (3).

nn Now, formulate Now, formulate Problem 1MRProblem 1MR as a problem of finding the values of the parameters of as a problem of finding the values of the parameters of 
the stochastic model that maximize the value of objective functithe stochastic model that maximize the value of objective function (3). on (3). 

nn Let Let and and be optimal control functions be optimal control functions 
for Problem 1SD and Problem 1MR, correspondingly. Using Theorem for Problem 1SD and Problem 1MR, correspondingly. Using Theorem 1, the following 1, the following 
theorem can be proved.theorem can be proved.

nn Theorem 2.Theorem 2. If there exists If there exists an everywhere optimal control function for an everywhere optimal control function for 
Problem 1AD, then the optimal objective value Problem 1AD, then the optimal objective value 

almost surely converges to the optimal objective value almost surely converges to the optimal objective value as as T T tends to infinity.tends to infinity.

At the same time, At the same time, 
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Design of Computational ExperimentsDesign of Computational Experiments

nn The asymptotic preference of one method to another does not provThe asymptotic preference of one method to another does not provide, however, ide, however, 

formal grounds to consider the first method as more efficient informal grounds to consider the first method as more efficient in solving practical solving practical 

problems where data samples are always limited and mostly not laproblems where data samples are always limited and mostly not large enough.rge enough.

nn Mathematical models of controlled systems containing models of aMathematical models of controlled systems containing models of a stochastic process stochastic process 

of the form of Markov process are constructed where the Markov pof the form of Markov process are constructed where the Markov process is modeling rocess is modeling 

a financial market.a financial market.

nn Using the Markov process, data imitating series of observations Using the Markov process, data imitating series of observations is generated, then is generated, then 

from the point of view of the operation analyst who does not knofrom the point of view of the operation analyst who does not know the structure of w the structure of 

the stochastic process and knows only the series of observationsthe stochastic process and knows only the series of observations, various problems of , various problems of 

optimization on time series are solved.optimization on time series are solved.

nn Certainly, such experiments cannot be considered as a formal proCertainly, such experiments cannot be considered as a formal proof of the efficiency of of the efficiency 

of the presented method, nevertheless from the point of view of of the presented method, nevertheless from the point of view of its further utilization its further utilization 

the results of the experiments seem to be essential.the results of the experiments seem to be essential.
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nn Consider 20 types of securities with different redemption dates Consider 20 types of securities with different redemption dates but the same but the same 
redemption value of $100.redemption value of $100.

nn Assume that theAssume that the kk--th security is redeemed in th security is redeemed in days, days, 
and let and let CCktkt be the price of the be the price of the kk--th security at the end of the period th security at the end of the period tt (each of these (each of these 
1818--day periods is called a session).day periods is called a session).

nn So,So, Hence, the nominal yield rate,  Hence, the nominal yield rate,  iiktkt of the    of the    
kk--th security purchased at th security purchased at CCktkt at the end of the session at the end of the session tt and redeemed in and redeemed in TTk k = 18k= 18k
days is determined as  days is determined as  

or numericallyor numerically

nn Solving the latter for Solving the latter for CCktkt (the purchase price of the (the purchase price of the kk--th security at the end of the th security at the end of the 
session session tt ))
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nn The prices  The prices  CCktkt are assumed to be random variables determined according to theare assumed to be random variables determined according to the
following principle: for every session following principle: for every session tt there exists a basis yield rate      ,  a random there exists a basis yield rate      ,  a random 
variable forming a stationary Markov process of the deepness thrvariable forming a stationary Markov process of the deepness three, i.e. for some ee, i.e. for some 
constantsconstants

(6)(6)

where     is a random variable with standard normal distributionwhere     is a random variable with standard normal distribution..

nn The yield rate of the The yield rate of the kk--th security is supposed to be a certain deviation of the currentth security is supposed to be a certain deviation of the current
basis yield rate       and defined by basis yield rate       and defined by 

(7)(7)

where where ddkt kt is a random variable defined byis a random variable defined by

(8)(8)

nn Given that the Given that the kk--th security is purchased for the price of th security is purchased for the price of CCktkt at the end of the session at the end of the session 
tt and sells at the price of  and sells at the price of  CCk,t+1k,t+1 at the end of the session  at the end of the session  t+1t+1,  investor's revenue ,  investor's revenue 
BBk,t+1k,t+1 for each unit of investment is determined as for each unit of investment is determined as 

(9)(9)

nn It is supposed that an algorithm of control, that is an algorithIt is supposed that an algorithm of control, that is an algorithm to select the type of a m to select the type of a 
security to be purchased at each session depends on operator's isecurity to be purchased at each session depends on operator's information about nformation about 
the process of forming the yield rates for the securities.the process of forming the yield rates for the securities.
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nn We consider several scenarios each of which corresponds to the dWe consider several scenarios each of which corresponds to the different amount of ifferent amount of 

information being on the possession of the operator.information being on the possession of the operator.

nn It is assumed that an operation analyst implements and optimizesIt is assumed that an operation analyst implements and optimizes algorithms of algorithms of 

control using series of observations about the process, that is control using series of observations about the process, that is using information using information 

about the closing purchase prices of the securities on the markeabout the closing purchase prices of the securities on the market place during a t place during a 

certain time period corresponding to the sessions certain time period corresponding to the sessions t t = = --2,2,--1,0, 1, … ,1,0, 1, … , N N +1,  as well as +1,  as well as 

about the values of     ,  whenever it is possible.about the values of     ,  whenever it is possible.

nn The sample data is used in such a fashion as the initial investmThe sample data is used in such a fashion as the initial investment to be made at the ent to be made at the 

end of session one, and the final operation will take place at tend of session one, and the final operation will take place at the end of session he end of session N.N.

nn The result of a portfolio control is estimated at the end of sesThe result of a portfolio control is estimated at the end of session sion N+1N+1. . 
Computational experiments are used to compare the efficiency of Computational experiments are used to compare the efficiency of various algorithms various algorithms 

of control corresponding to the different information assumed toof control corresponding to the different information assumed to be in the possession be in the possession 

of the operation analyst.of the operation analyst.

nn The efficiency of a control is estimated by the average relativeThe efficiency of a control is estimated by the average relative increment of the cost increment of the cost 

of investor's portfolio for a session, that is by the average vaof investor's portfolio for a session, that is by the average value of the ratio                   lue of the ratio                   

where  where  DDtt is the cost of the portfolio at session is the cost of the portfolio at session t.t.
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nn The mathematical expectation of the ratio is evaluated using MonThe mathematical expectation of the ratio is evaluated using Montete--Carlo method.Carlo method.

nn "Running" the considered control through sufficiently large seri"Running" the considered control through sufficiently large series of generated es of generated 

observations, that is through a matrix observations, that is through a matrix PP of the sizeof the size , where the columns , where the columns 

correspond to the realizations of the values of       (column oncorrespond to the realizations of the values of       (column one) and e) and 

purchase prices  purchase prices  CCkk of the securities for sessions (columns 2 to 21) of the securities for sessions (columns 2 to 21) 

the number      is determined by the power of a used computationthe number      is determined by the power of a used computational tool (it is al tool (it is 

preferred to have                     ). preferred to have                     ). 

nn The expected value of the relative increment in investor's portfThe expected value of the relative increment in investor's portfolio cost for a session olio cost for a session 

is computed. It is necessary to keep the matrix is computed. It is necessary to keep the matrix PP the same for all computational the same for all computational 

experiments ( experiments ( PP is called is called provingproving or or testingtesting matrix ).matrix ).

nn Existing series of observations is imitated by a generated matriExisting series of observations is imitated by a generated matrix x XX of the size            of the size            

, where the entries have the same meaning as above fo, where the entries have the same meaning as above for r P.P.

nn Both matrices Both matrices PP and and XX are obtained using the same random number generator are obtained using the same random number generator 

imitating the random variable     with standard normal distributimitating the random variable     with standard normal distribution, and calculating ion, and calculating 

the corresponding entries by formulae (6), (7),(8) and (5).the corresponding entries by formulae (6), (7),(8) and (5).
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nn If at session one $1 is invested, then the efficiency of a contrIf at session one $1 is invested, then the efficiency of a control on series ol on series RR is is 
calculated as calculated as 

where where NNRR+1+1 is the index of the final session on the considered series of is the index of the final session on the considered series of 
observations, and observations, and DDNNRR + 1+ 1 is the cost of the portfolio on that session.is the cost of the portfolio on that session.

nn The monthly efficiency of the control then calculated asThe monthly efficiency of the control then calculated as , where the , where the 
number 22 corresponds to the approximate number of the daily tranumber 22 corresponds to the approximate number of the daily trade sessions de sessions 
taking place within a month.taking place within a month.

nn Depending on operation analyst's information about an operationaDepending on operation analyst's information about an operational situation the l situation the 
following scenarios are to be considered and the corresponding ofollowing scenarios are to be considered and the corresponding optimization ptimization 
problems on time series are solved:problems on time series are solved:

(A)(A) The operation analyst does know the original pricing model incluThe operation analyst does know the original pricing model including all its ding all its 
parameters and the current value of     at each session exactly.parameters and the current value of     at each session exactly. The obtained result The obtained result 
will determine the upper bound for an objective value that may bwill determine the upper bound for an objective value that may be obtained within e obtained within 
the considered model.the considered model.

(B)(B) The operation analyst knows the structure of the original pricinThe operation analyst knows the structure of the original pricing model, but has no g model, but has no 
information about the coefficientsinformation about the coefficients bb. The current value of       at each session is . The current value of       at each session is 
known exactly. Based on the generated series of the realizationsknown exactly. Based on the generated series of the realizations the operation the operation 
analyst determines values of the coefficients analyst determines values of the coefficients b.b.
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(C) (Independent yield rates) The operation analyst has no infor(C) (Independent yield rates) The operation analyst has no information about the mation about the 
structure of the original pricing model; and using a linear regrstructure of the original pricing model; and using a linear regression model, s/he ession model, s/he 
forecasts a closing price of each security separately for the neforecasts a closing price of each security separately for the next session assuming xt session assuming 
that there is no influence between the yield rates of different that there is no influence between the yield rates of different securities.securities.

(D) (Correlated yield rates) The operation analyst does not know(D) (Correlated yield rates) The operation analyst does not know the price forming the price forming 
mechanism for the securities, but s/he makes assumptions about pmechanism for the securities, but s/he makes assumptions about possible influences ossible influences 
of the yield rates of different securities to each other. of the yield rates of different securities to each other. 

-- Using the graphs of closing prices of the securities from sessiUsing the graphs of closing prices of the securities from session to session, the on to session, the 
operation analyst assumes that at each period of time the pointsoperation analyst assumes that at each period of time the points whose whose xx--coordinates coordinates 
are the lengths of time to maturity, and are the lengths of time to maturity, and yy--coordinates coordinates ---- the prices, are grouped the prices, are grouped 
about a certain theoretical curve, namely a parabola. Based on dabout a certain theoretical curve, namely a parabola. Based on data modeling the ata modeling the 
series of realizations, the operation analyst calculates the coeseries of realizations, the operation analyst calculates the coefficients of the fficients of the 
parabolas for every past session using the method of least squarparabolas for every past session using the method of least squares. es. 

-- Then, the coefficients of the parabolas for the next session arThen, the coefficients of the parabolas for the next session are forecasted using the e forecasted using the 
corresponding coefficients for the current and several previous corresponding coefficients for the current and several previous sessions, i.e. based on sessions, i.e. based on 
the obtained sothe obtained so--called “restored” parabolas. At the same time, using the deviaticalled “restored” parabolas. At the same time, using the deviations of ons of 
the prices from the theoretical curve on the current session, ththe prices from the theoretical curve on the current session, the corresponding e corresponding 
deviations for the next session is forecasted. For forecasting, deviations for the next session is forecasted. For forecasting, as before, a linear as before, a linear 
regression model is used.regression model is used.
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ConclusionsConclusions

nn The stochastic optimal control problem with discrete time is conThe stochastic optimal control problem with discrete time is considered. The sidered. The 
efficiency of its solutions corresponding to the parameters of aefficiency of its solutions corresponding to the parameters of a stochastic process stochastic process 
determined by the method of optimization on time series is analydetermined by the method of optimization on time series is analyzed in comparison zed in comparison 
to that of solutions corresponding to the parameters obtained usto that of solutions corresponding to the parameters obtained using a common  ing a common  
statistical method of estimation.statistical method of estimation.

nn Parametric optimization problems for continuous and discrete stoParametric optimization problems for continuous and discrete stochastic optimization chastic optimization 
problems have been introduced and the corresponding problems of problems have been introduced and the corresponding problems of optimization on optimization on 
time series formulated. The asymptotic properties of solutions ftime series formulated. The asymptotic properties of solutions for the formulated or the formulated 
problems as a sample size increases analyzed.problems as a sample size increases analyzed.

nn Applications of the obtained results to a financial portfolio maApplications of the obtained results to a financial portfolio management problem  nagement problem  
considered. considered. 

nn A mathematical model of the financial portfolio management problA mathematical model of the financial portfolio management problem, containing a em, containing a 
stochastic factor in the form of Markov process is formulated, wstochastic factor in the form of Markov process is formulated, with the Markov ith the Markov 
process modeling a financial market. Using the Markov process, dprocess modeling a financial market. Using the Markov process, data for imitation of ata for imitation of 
the series of observations were generated, and depending on the the series of observations were generated, and depending on the operational operational 
situation and information provided OR analyst, various scenariossituation and information provided OR analyst, various scenarios implemented.implemented.

nn The general plan of computational experiments for different sizeThe general plan of computational experiments for different sizes of data imitating s of data imitating 
the series of realizations and different behaviors of the operatthe series of realizations and different behaviors of the operating side implemented.ing side implemented.
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nn It is planned to conduct a large number of computational experimIt is planned to conduct a large number of computational experiments for ents for 

each scenarios using the both methods of calibrations of the pareach scenarios using the both methods of calibrations of the parameters of ameters of 

the stochastic process. Obtained controls and their estimates onthe stochastic process. Obtained controls and their estimates on the given the given 

series of realizations will be compared with their “real” efficiseries of realizations will be compared with their “real” efficiency on the ency on the 

original Markov process.original Markov process.

nn Of course, such experiments cannot be considered as a formal proOf course, such experiments cannot be considered as a formal proof of the of of the 

efficiency of the presented method, nevertheless from the point efficiency of the presented method, nevertheless from the point of view of of view of 

its further utilization the results of the experiments seem to bits further utilization the results of the experiments seem to be essential.e essential.

Future ResearchFuture Research
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